The APICS CSCP Learning System is a comprehensive professional development and exam preparation program. It consists of eight reading modules and web-based study tools and provides a broad view of global end-to-end supply chain management.

CSCP 2023 Learning System follows the APICS CSCP Exam Content Manual (ECM) version 5.0.

The CSCP Learning System and preparation courses are broken down into 8 modules.

**Module 1: Supply Chains, Demand Management, and Forecasting**
- **Section A:** Introduction to Supply Chains
- **Section B:** Demand Analysis and Patterns
- **Section C:** Demand Management
- **Section D:** Forecasting
- **Section E:** Supply and Demand Alignment

**Module 2: Global Supply Chain Networks**
- **Section A:** Supply Chain Design and Optimization
- **Section B:** End-to-End Connectivity and Visibility
- **Section C:** Supply Chain Metrics and Reports

**Module 3: Sourcing Products and Services**
- **Section A:** Aligning Sourcing to Demand
- **Section B:** Category Strategy for Sourcing
- **Section C:** Product Design Influence
- **Section D:** Supplier Selection, Contracting, and Use
Module 4: Internal Operations and Inventory
Section A: Planning Operations
Section B: Capacity and Production Activity Control
Section C: Inventory
Section D: Performance and Continuous Improvement

Module 5: Forward and Reverse Logistics
Section A: Logistics and Distribution
Section B: Distribution Services and Transportation Choices
Section C: Trade Considerations
Section D: Reverse Flow

Module 6: Supply Chain Relationships
Section A: Customer Relationships
Section B: Supplier and Supply Chain Relationships

Module 7: Supply Chain Risk
Section A: Risk Management and Supply Chain Risks
Section B: Risk Analysis and Response

Module 8: Optimization, Sustainability, and Technology
Section A: Optimizing Supply Chain Strategy and Tactics
Section B: Sustainability
Section C: Technology Trends